Cell and tissue deformation measurements: texture correlation with third-order approximation of displacement gradients.
Cells remarkably are capable of large deformations during motility and when subjected to mechanical force. Measurement of mechanical deformation (i.e. displacements, strain) is critical to understand functional changes in cells and biological tissues following disease, and to elucidate basic relationships between applied force and cellular biosynthesis. Microscopy-based imaging modalities provide the ability to noninvasively visualize small cell or tissue structures and track their motion over time, often using two-dimensional (2D) digital image (texture) correlation algorithms. For the measurement of complex and nonlinear motion in cells and tissues, implementation of texture correlation algorithms with high order approximations of displacement mapping terms are needed to minimize error. Here, we extend a texture correlation algorithm with up to third-order approximation of displacement mapping terms for the measurement of cell and tissue deformation. We additionally investigate relationships between measurement error and image texture, defined by subset entropy. Displacement measurement error is significantly reduced when the order of displacement mapping terms in the texture correlation algorithm matches or exceeds the order of the deformation observed. Displacement measurement error is also inversely proportional to subset entropy, with well-defined cell and tissue structures leading to high entropy and low error. For cell and tissue studies where complex or nonlinear displacements are expected, texture correlation algorithms with high order terms are required to best characterize the observed deformation.